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A REMARK ON "PAIRS" OF REGULAR FUNCTIONS

JAMES A. JENKINS

Abstract.   See §1,

1. Quite some years ago the author proved that for the class C of

Bieberbach-Eilenberg functions [2] there holds the following exact bound:

if/(z) eC, \z\ = r, r < I, |/(z)| ^ r(l - r2)"l/2 with equality only for

the functions ±fr(zeie) at the respective points z = ie~ier, 6 real, where

fr(z) = (1 — r2)1/2z(l + irz)"1. Recently Aharonov [1] has shown that if

F, G are functions regular in |z| < 1 with P(0) = G(0) = 0 and such that

F(z)G(0 for arbitrary z, £ with |z|, |£| < 1 then \F(z)G(0\ ^

|z| |£| (1 - |z|2)-l/2(l - ^y1'2. It should be remarked that various

authors have studied the equivalent situation where/is regular for \z\ < 1

with /(0) = 0, F meromorphic in |£| > 1 with a pole at the point at

infinity, and the respective images have no common point also by the use

of the area principle. (See [4] where moreover further references are

given.) In the present instance while Aharonov asserts that his bound is

sharp this is true only in the crude sense that there are some pairs of values

of \z\, |£| (specifically \z\ = |£|) for which equality occurs. A more com-

plete answer to the problem is attained by finding a function H(s, t)

denned for (s, t) e (0, 1) x (0, 1) such that |P(z)G(£)l = H(]z\, where

equality is attained for suitable functions for every choice of values of

|z|, 0 < |z|, |£| < 1. This can be done by the author's original method

given in [2]. It should be reiterated with regard to that paper that the

result initially mentioned was there derived by a method of Teichmüller

rather than by use of symmetrization because at that time there was no

known equality result for the latter. This was supplied within several

years [3] so that we now use the symmetrization argument which is more

natural.

2. Let Er, 0 < r < 1, denote the doubly-connected domain obtained

by slitting the unit circle along the segment from 0 to r and let v(r) be its

module. Let AK, 0 < K < co, denote the doubly-connected domain

obtained by slitting the plane along the segment from 0 to 1 and along the

negative real axis to the left of —K and let /u(K) be its module. (This is a
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(strictly) monotone increasing function of K.) The extremal metric for

the latter has the form |ß(z)ll/2 \dz\ where Q(z) dz2 is a positive quadratic

differential in AK with the form Q(z) dz2 = c(z(z — l)(z + K))~x dz2 (c an

appropriate constant). The trajectories of this differential on AK are

Jordan curves yt which we may parametrize by their intersections with

the positive real axis, 1 < / < co. The curve yt divides AK into doubly-

connected domains D^l, D%\ of which the former is to have the segment

[0, 1] on its boundary. Let their modules be Mx\, Afj|{. There are unique

values r, p, 0<r<l,0<p<l, such that v(r) m v(p) = M%\

and functions fT,p{z) mapping \z\ < 1 conformally onto the interior of

yt with /r,„(0) = 0, fr,„(r) = 1, and iv,p(0 mapping |£| > 1 conformally

onto the exterior of yt with Fr,p(co) = co, Frp(p~1) = —K. For suitable

choices of K, t every pair (r, p) e (0, 1) X (0, 1) is obtained and the

mapping functions are actually determined uniquely by the pair of values

r, p as follows from the proof of Theorem 1 and is foreshadowed by the

notation just given.

Theorem 1. Let f(z) be regular and Univalent in \z\ < 1 with f(0) = 0.

Let F(£) be meromorphic and Univalent in \f\ > 1 with a simple pole at the

point at infinity. Let the images of \z\ < 1 by w = f(z) and of |£| > 1 by

w = F(0 be nonoverlapping. Then

(i) tfXzmi)\ ̂ h(\z\, \cn

where, 0<r<l,0<p<l,

h(r, p) = (prHyir) + v(P))yK

Equality is attained when \z\ = r, |£| = />_1, precisely for the pairs of

functions eitpfr,p(eixz), eitpFr,p(eiß0, a, ß, <p real, at the points e~ixr, e^p-1.

Let /, F satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. For specific values z , £'

with |z'| = r, IT! = P"1 consider the images 81; S2 of Er, Ep by (/(z'))""1 X

f(rz/z'), (/(z'))_1P(prz_1). The doubly-connected domains S,, 82 do not

intersect. Let 3)^ D2 be their (circular) symmetrizations with respect to

the positive real axis. These domains have modules at least v(r), v(o) and

lie in the domain A^. with the same topological situation where K' =

\F(i')lf(z')\. If then fi(K) = v(r) + v(p) we must have p.(K') ^ pi(K),
i.e., K' ^ K. This proves inequality (1). The equality statement follows

at once from the standard condition for equality of modules under

symmetrization [3].

3. A standard subordination argument makes it possible to drop the

condition of univalence in Theorem 1. We will phrase the result for

regular functions in the unit circle to correspond to Aharonov's statement.
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Corollary 1. Let f (z), g(z) be regular for \z\ < 1 with f (0) = g(0) = 0

and f(z)g(w) ^ 1 for arbitrary z, w in the unit circle. Then if \z\ = r,

\w\ = p,0 <r, p < i,

\f(z)f(w)\ ̂  h(r, p).

Equality is attained precisely for the pairs of functions elvfr,p(eiaz),

e~*'(Er.l,(eißz-1))-1, a, ß, <p real, at the points e~iar, eißP.

We could extend the result to apply also to z or w equal to 0 by stipulat-

ing h(r, 0) = h(0, p) = 0. Of course when one variable is zero the ex-

tremal functions are not uniquely determined.

The proof of Theorem 1 shows that the assumption that the images

under / and F do not overlap is unnecessarily strong. We can state one

extension as follows.

Corollary 2. Let f{z) be regular in \z\ < 1 with /(0) = 0. Let F(Q

be meromorphic in | £| > 1 with a pole at the point at infinity. Let the images

of |z| < 1 by w = f(z) and of\t\ > 1 by w = F't,) together cover a set of

angular measure at most 2v on every circle \w\ = R. Then (z # 0, ^ °o),

\f(zmo\ ^ h(\z\, ia-1).

Equality is attained when \z\ = r, |£| = p"1 precisely for the pairs of func-

tions ei,pfriP(eixz), ei,pFr,p(eiß0, a, ß, 9 real, at the points e~ixr, e^'V1-

This result could also be phrased in the manner of Corollary 1.
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